
                              The Resolution 
 

Every creature of this world either gross or living is innovated only when 
resolved. Whatever the resolutions are, the same could be seen in the form of 
this world. In other words, resolution is world. The way human beings resolve, 
the same they become. As it is said ---- 
 
                         "Sati saktonaroyAti, sadbhAvam hyEk nishthayA.  
                           kItako bhramarIm dhyAyan bhramaratv kalpate." 
 
As the insect meditating upon the large bee [the bee continuously produces 
buzzing sound] becomes like it. The same way, one who meditates upon 
Brahman with faith, becomes Brahman. That is why all of us need to meditate 
very carefully and regularly upon Brahman. A saint has very beautifully said ------ 
 
                     Jo man nari ki oar niharat, to man hot hai nari ke roopa.  
              Jo man kahoo se krodh kare, tab krodh mayi ho jaaye tadroopa.  
            Jo man maaya hi maaya rate nit, to man doobat maaya ke koopa.  
         Sundar jo man Brahman vicharat, to man hot hai Brahman svaroopa. 
 
[Meaning of above lines is that the mind, continuously involved in women-
thoughts, leads that way and the mind always involved in firing others, becomes 
full of anger and irritation and the mind keeps thinking about worldly affairs, finds 
itself surrounded in the world. But the beautiful mind which keeps meditating 
upon Brahman becomes Brahman itself.] 
 
Have patience & keep control on yourself. It is necessary to have patience for the 
overall betterment of life. A wise person gets always ready to stop living happy 
life, if it leads to increased happiness in future. Not only this, but he gets ready to 
face all miseries in order to have better life in future. (I think accepting miseries 
means accepting struggle in life. All of us are bound to struggle while achieving 
our objectives - translator). One, who remains busy satisfying senses, is not fit to 
live better life in future. 
 
The aim of the life should be to leave duality and go back to the origin where 
from we emerged in this world. In other words we should try to merge with 
Brahman, we have emerged from. This should be the only goal of life. Good 
deeds alone can't take us to this goal, but this is the initial stage, and is followed 
by thoughts. Even the thoughts alone can't take us to God, but to a certain extent 
we keep thoughts with us and then we even stop thinking. This is like leaving a 
ladder after reaching up to a certain height. Same way we need to stop thinking 
& stop doing anything after achieving a desired state. Beyond this state our 
deeds & thoughts are not allowed. The final objective of merging with God is 
achieved by meditation & devotion. This state eliminates the difference of duality, 
which was present at the time of thoughts and deeds. After achieving this state, 
one does not treat oneself separate from God. One gets merged with God after 



doing a long austerity. As a small drop of water, which is separated from the sea 
by the rays of Sun, gets merged in the sea after a long wandering. 
 
This state is blessed by God and is not the result of efforts by human beings. So 
whatever we can do in the love of God is very little. All the creatures on this 
universe are crying for that one almighty God. All the beautiful things of this world 
definitely suggest that there has to be a more beautiful power to create all these 
beautiful things. 
 

           Hail Satchidanand Sanatan Brahman With Love 


